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WHAT’S NEW WITH RIGHTSLINK PERMISSIONS?  

Recap of Previous Releases 

Before providing details of our latest release, we’ve summarized below some important investments 
that CCC has made to the RightsLink Permissions platform in the previous 12 months. These changes 
were made in direct response to your feedback. Keep the suggestions coming! 

Migration to Amazon Web Services 
During the summer of 2018, The RightsLink Permissions platform was migrated to Amazon Web 
Services, one of the largest cloud services platforms in the world. This was done to ensure continued 
reliability, security, and scalability for RightsLink Permissions rights-holders and Buyers. 

GDPR compliance 
RightsLink Permissions now requires consent from users in My Account and within the Order Workflow 
to ensure compliance with GDPR requirements. 

Launch of MedComms TOU 
The trial and introduction of the Medical communications in 2018 was done to help our publishing 
partners optimize revenue from pharmaceutical and related buyers. 

Streamlined My Library 
My Library was refined to avoid confusion and accelerate the buyer workflow. This included reducing 
the number of required fields and revising field labels to be more explicit about what information is 
needed from buyers. 

Leverage Shared Capabilities 
In the last 12 months, we’ve taken important steps to leveraging more shared capabilities used across 
our products and services such as notifications, tax services, distribution services, and reporting. This 
adds greater flexibility to RightsLink and helps us align and further prepare to align permissions/ 
content offers and pricing across all CCC channels. 

Launch of Special Orders Dashboard (see below) 
The Special Request Dashboard (see below) combines benchmarking metrics for special orders that 
originate from your web site and from copyright.com - and will soon include orders originating from 
Marketplace (our next-generation copyright.com). This allows publishers to: 

• Closely monitor efficiency of special request workflow
• Analyze denied and cancelled orders to optimize conversion
• Compare special request process with that of other publishers



Special Request Dashboard 



We are pleased to announce the November 2019 release of RightsLink Permissions. We are targeting a go 
live date close to 1 November; exact date to be confirmed shortly. 

RightsLink Permissions: November 2019 Release Goals 

The November 2019  release of RightsLink Permissions is focused on features and functionality, 
requested by our partner publishers, that are designed to improve and accelerate the buyer 
experience. In addition to this focus, the RightsLink for Permissions team continues strive to support 
change requests and maintain technical excellence. Specific updates include the following:  

Re-design of user interface for buyers 
In an effort to enhance and accelerate the buyer user experience, we’ve re-designed nearly all the 
buyer-specific pages in RightsLink permissions. This re-design included:  

1. New nav bar and intuitive navigation
2. User interface design consistent with other CCC products/services
3. Clean, modern layout with structured content
4. 2-column layout for at-a-glance viewing (less scrolling)
5. No fine print or buried links to slow buyer progress
6. Detailed help text and persistent help text links to accelerate buyer workflow
7. One-click access to personal and account information
8. Easy edits to order details
9. Faster load speed

Please see below for screenshots of the new pages. Please note that these screenshots may not reflect 
customizations you have incorporated into your implementation. Please see your account manager 
for previews of your buyer pages. 



TOU selection 



Quick price 



About your work 

About your works 



New work 

Additional information page 



Review order page 



Choose payment method 

Standardization of automated expiry and ‘hold quote’ for buyers 
To provide consistency between special orders (managed redirects) and automated orders, we have 
standardized the automated expiration feature. After the November release, both automated and 
special order prices will expire in 60 days. Buyers can retrieve expired orders from the expire tab in My 
Account. 

We have also instituted a ‘hold quote’ feature to allow buyers to preserve price quotes and make 
changes (see below). Orders revised by buyers within the 60-day window will be re-priced according to 
the fees in place at the time. Orders submitted after 60 days will also be re-priced. Buyers will receive 
reminder emails 45, 30, and 15 days before quotes are due to expire and they will be able to see the 
prices and expiration dates for all their quotes in My Account. 



Hold Quote 



Hold quote confirmation 



Enhancements to the Special Request Dashboard in RightsCentral 
In response to customer feedback, we have made enhancements to the Special Request Dashboard 
to help you manage your teams and overall permissions business. These improvements include: 

• Filter the requests by date range (Last quarter or last 2, 3, or 4 quarters)

Questions? Contact Eric Hall at ehall@copyright.com or your Senior 
Account Manager. 

mailto:ehall@copyright.com
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